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Abstract 
The aim of the study was to investigate the frequency and types of mutations on the retinoblastoma gene (RB1 gene) in Turkish 
population. RB1 gene mutation analysis was performed in a total of 219 individuals (122 probands with retinoblastoma, 14 family 
members with retinoblastoma and 83 clinically healthy family members). All 27 exons and close intronic regions of the RB1 gene 
were sequenced for small deletions and insertions using both the Sanger sequencing or NGS methods, and the large deletions 
and duplications were investigated using the MLPA analysis and CNV algorithm. The bilateral/trilateral retinoblastoma rate was 
66% in the study population. The general frequency of RB1 gene mutation in the germline of the patients with retinoblastoma 
was 41.9%. Approximately 51.5% of the patients were diagnosed earlier than 12 months old, and de novo mutation was found 
in 32.4% of the patients. Germline small genetic rearrangement mutations were detected in 78.9% of patients and LGRs were 
detected in 21.1% of patients. An association was detected between the eye color of the RB patients and RB1 mutations. 8 of 
the mutations detected in the RB1 gene were novel in the study.

Abbreviations: CNV = copy number variation, LMIC = low middle-income countries, MLPA = multiplex ligation probe 
amplification, NGS = next generation sequencing, RB1 = retinoblastoma gene.
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1. Introduction
Retinoblastoma is the most common intra-ocular malignancy in 
children.[1] The incidence is 1 in 15,000 to 18,000 live births.[2] 
The incidence of retinoblastoma is reported to be higher in 
developing countries, such as in Central and South America[3] 
and survival rate is lower in resource limited countries.[4] Two-
thirds of the cases are diagnosed before the age of 2 years and 
95% are diagnosed by the age of 5 years.[5] The diagnosis of 
retinoblastoma in children aged 5 years and over is extremely 
rare.[6]

Important genetic factors are known to play a role in the 
pathogenesis of retinoblastoma.[7–9] Mutations are known to 
initiate the disease in the retinoblastoma gene (RB1). RB1 gene 
(Gene ID: 5925, OMIM 614041) produces a nuclear protein 
weighing 110 kd called pRB. This protein which normally 
regulates the cell proliferation and prevents uncontrolled cell 
division, acts as a tumor suppressor.[10] The effects of tumor 

suppressor genes on cancer were described first in retinoblas-
toma.[11] Except for the RB1 gene, other genetic alteration in 
retinoblastoma genetics is the MYCN- amplification.[12] Patients 
with hereditary retinoblastoma have congenital mono-allelic 
RB1 mutations in their germline DNA and develop tumors in 
their retinal cells due to a second hit in the RB1 gene. While 
patients with familial retinoblastoma inherit an unknown 
mutant gene allele, patients with sporadic hereditary retinoblas-
toma develop the disease with de novo mutations in RB1 or 
other genes. MYCN amplification causes small portion (2%) 
of non-hereditary retinoblastomas that do not carry RB1 gene 
mutation. In the last decade, McEvoy et al showed that chro-
mothripsis formed on chromosome 13, disrupts the RB1 locus 
and is an alternative mechanism for RB1 inactivation.[13] This 
structural alteration/mutation may be responsible for disease 
occurrence in cases without RB1 gene mutation and promoter 
methylation.[14]
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Bilateral disease manifestation is detected in 40%, however, 
unilateral manifestation is detected in 60% of the retinoblastoma 
patients.[15] In about 5% of cases, trilateral tumor manifestation 
can also be detected (associated with a midline brain tumor).[16–

18] All bilateral tumors are associated with germline alterations. 
Not all are hereditary/familial retinoblastoma as some are de 
novo retinoblastoma. Thus, (25%–35%) of retinoblastomas are 
hereditary/familial and (65%–75%) are non-hereditary for RB1 
gene mutations. The patients with a family history, bilateral ret-
inoblastoma, or RB1 mutation are considered to have heredi-
tary retinoblastoma. Hereditary retinoblastoma is an autosomal 
dominant disease with a germline mutation and 85% of hered-
itary types of tumors occur at an early stage of childhood.[19,20]

RB1 gene contains a wide range of mutation types includ-
ing single nucleotide variations, small insertions and deletions, 
large deletions and duplications.[14] While evaluating the RB1 
gene mutations, both the 27 exons and the neighboring intronic 
regions (at least 50 bases from the start and end bases of the 
exons) of the RB1 gene should be scanned and also large dele-
tions and duplications should be investigated using the copy 
number variation (CNV) or multiplex ligation probe amplifica-
tion (MLPA) method.

Retinoblastoma is a rare tumor and accounts for about 3% 
of all pediatric malignancies in the SEER data[21] and the rate is 
around 3% of all pediatric malignancies in Türkiye according 
to the Turkish Pediatric Oncology Group pediatric cancer reg-
istry.[22] Our center is a referral center for retinoblastoma con-
stituting 8.6% of all pediatric malignancies.[23] Our clinic is the 
first in Türkiye to provide genetic counseling and gene screening 
services on cancer. It is the only center that provides counsel-
ing and raising funds for genetic counseling and gene screening 
especially for patients with retinoblastoma.

The frequencies and types of RB1 gene mutation are 
unknown in the Turkish population. In our study, a total of 136 
patients with retinoblastoma, 122 of whom were probands and 
14 were family members (at least 3 generations) were analyzed 
for gene mutations of RB1. In addition, 83 clinically healthy 
family members of RB patients in whom a mutation was found 
were evaluated for RB1 mutation. Within the scope of the study, 
the RB1 gene was sequenced for the entire exon, exon-intron 

junction regions, and also large deletions or duplications. The 
aim of the present study was to assess the frequency of RB1 
gene mutations and to identify mutation sites on the RB1 gene 
sequence, in a large cohort of Turkish patients with retinoblas-
toma and the healthy family members of RB patients with a 
mutation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patient selection

A total of 122 pediatric patients with retinoblastoma who pre-
sented to Istanbul University, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, 
Department of Ophthalmology and Istanbul University, Institute 
of Oncology, Division of Pediatric Hematology-Oncology 
between 2013 and 2021 and 14 family members (10 diag-
nosed with retinoblastoma in childhood, and 4 diagnosed after 
detailed fundus examination after the mutation was detected 
in the probands) were included in the study. In addition, 83 
clinically healthy family members (at least 3 generations) with 
no diagnosis of retinoblastoma, of 47 probands with RB1 gene 
mutations were screened for known RB1 gene mutation. All 
patients with a diagnosis of RB presenting to our institute for 
treatment and their family members who were suspected to 
have the risk of carrying mutations were included in the study. 
Individuals who refused to give consent for genetic testing were 
excluded from the study. A detailed family trees of all families 
was created as shown in Figure 1. In this study, the germline 
RB1 gene mutations, rather than the somatic mutations of RB 
patients were examined and evaluated. The study was approved 
by the Istanbul University, Clinical Research Ethics Committee 
(Ethics approval no: 2013/252). Written consent was obtained 
from all parents.

2.2. Mutation screening methods

Within the scope of the study, RB1 gene mutation screening was 
performed in a total of 219 people (122 probands, 14 family 
members with retinoblastoma and 83 clinically healthy family 
members). Peripheral blood samples of these individuals were 

Figure 1. An example of a detailed family tree of the presenting family.
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collected and RB1 gene mutation was investigated. DNA iso-
lation was performed using the QIAcube (Qiagen, Germany) 
in patients who were admitted to the clinic between 2013 and 
2021. The measurement of genomic DNA was performed with 
a Qubit fluorimeter (ThermoFisher Scientific, Paisley PA4 9RF, 
UK).

2.3. Sanger sequencing

Sanger sequencing was used between 2013 and 2018. Sanger 
sequencing was used in 102 (70%) of 122 probands, mutation 
screenings in family members (14 family members with retino-
blastoma and 83 clinically healthy family members) of patients 
with mutations. In Sanger sequencing method, all exon, exon 
and intron junction regions (±150–200 bp) and 5’UTR region 
of the RB1 gene were examined. MLPA analysis was performed 
for large deletions and duplications in cases sequenced with 
Sanger Sequencing. In the Sanger sequencing method, all cod-
ing exons of the RB1 gene and adjacent intronic binding sites 
were divided into 27 different fragments ranging in length from 
197 to 823 base pairs and screened for RB1 mutations. MLPA 
analysis for the RB1 gene was performed using the Salsa MLPA 
Probemix P047 kit from MRC Holland (https://www.mrchol-
land.com/product/P047/911).

2.4. Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) was used between 2019 
and 2021. NGS was used in 20 (30%) of 122 probands. All 
exon, exon and intron junction regions (±10 bp) of the RB1 gene 
were examined. The NGS process was performed on the MiSeq 
Platform. According to the panel protocol, DNA was fragmented 
after DNA quality was determined. Adapters were connected to 
this fragment with the ligation process to the DNA. The non-
specific DNA was removed by purification to provide an opti-
mum level of sequencing quality. To obtain the amplified DNA, 
the marked library was replicated by a 10-cycle PCR process. 
The enriched library was loaded into the “Flow Cell” before 
placing on the device, and the “Flow Cell” loaded with the sam-
ple was placed in the MiSeq device for the sequencing process. 
Large deletions and duplications with CNV were investigated 
in patients screened with NGS. CNV status was confirmed by 
MLPA analysis in individuals with changes in CNV data.

2.5. Data analysis and interpretation of the results

Sanger Sequencing analysis was read using the SnapGene Viewer 
5.0.6 software program. SOPHIA DDM platform was used for 
NGS data analysis in the study.[24] After the sequencing, the BCL 
format data obtained from the Illumina MiSeq device was first 
converted to the VCF file format and these files were uploaded 
to the SOPHIA DDM software program (Version 5.10.19.1). 
As a result, the descriptions of the variants specified in all rele-
vant databases and algorithms were obtained. Various filtering 
options were used to determine the relationship of the anota-
tion-treated variants with the phenotype. In particular, detailed 
examination of the variants with a ClinVar pathogenic record 
was performed. Variants that have not previously been reported 
in the literature or the Leiden Open Variation Database and 
the Human Gene Mutation Database have been identified as a 
novel variant. The variants obtained in the study were evaluated 
considering the reading quality >Q30 and the confidence score 
>50. The identified variants were labeled in accordance with the 
recommendation standards of the American College of Medical 
Genetics and Genomics.[25] Variants were classified into 5 cate-
gories as pathogenic, likely pathogenic, variant of unknown sig-
nificance (VUS), likely benign and benign. The nomenclature of 
the mutations found on RB1 gene in the study was done accord-
ing to the Human Genome Variation Society rules.[26]

2.6. Evaluation of the clinicopathological features

The demographic and clinical data, family history, symptoms, 
laterality, ocular findings, treatment modalities of the patients 
with retinoblastoma were evaluated. The clinical diagnoses were 
confirmed by ophthalmologists and pediatric oncology special-
ists. The data of the diagnosis, age, gender, stage, sign/symptoms 
at diagnosis (leukocoria, strabismus and glaucoma status) and 
treatment history of the patients were obtained from the clini-
cal files. The International Classification of Retinoblastoma was 
used for staging of intraocular retinoblastoma.[27] All patients 
had intraocular retinoblastoma. The patient family history of 
cancer and exposure to risk factors were obtained during the 
genetic counseling sessions.

2.7. Statistical analysis

All the clinical and genetic data (age, gender, laterality, eye color, 
stages, leukocoria, strabismus, glaucoma, treatments, genetic 
inheritance, family history, and ethnicity) were analyzed using 
the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences Statistics v.20 
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) program. All clinical and genetic data 
were compared with the results of the gene mutation analysis 
using the Mann–Whitney U test, a non-parametric test for both 
the patient and their relatives. In addition, linkage analyses were 
performed between family members in terms of the detected 
variations. The P value of P < .05 was considered statistically 
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical and genetic data of the patients

RB1 gene mutation analysis was performed in a total of 219 
individuals, consisting of 136 patients with retinoblastoma and 
83 healthy family members of RB patients with RB1 mutations. 
The median age at diagnosis of the 136 patients was 11 (range, 
1–80 m) months. At the time of diagnosis, 70 patients (51.5%) 
were infants (younger than 12 months of age) while 66 (48.5%) 
were ≥12 months-old.

Retinoblastoma patients diagnosed before the age of 12 
months had a significantly higher rate of positive RB1 gene 
mutation [63.2% (36/70)] compared with the patients who 
were diagnosed to have the disease at the age of 12 months or 
older [36.8% (21/66)] (p: 0.021).

The gender distribution of the patients showed that 50.7% 
(69/136) were male and 49.3% (67/136) were female. RB1 
mutation was detected in 42% (29/69) of the boys and in 41.8% 
(28/67) of girls (p: 0.843).

Of the 136 patients, 84 (61.8%) were diagnosed to have 
unilateral, 47 (34.5%) were diagnosed have bilateral, 3 (2.2%) 
were diagnosed to have trilateral disease, and 2 (1.5%) were 
diagnosed with unilateral retinoma. Mutations were observed 
in 23 (27.4%) of unilateral RB patients however were detected 
in 30 (63.8%) of bilateral RB patients. RB1 gene mutation has 
been detected in all of (100%) trilateral retinoblastoma patients. 
RB1 gene mutation was detected in 1 patient with retinoma, 
while no RB1 gene mutation was detected in the other patient. 
Conversion to bilateral/trilateral disease in patients diagnosed 
with unilateral disease was not detected.

A total of 136 from 121 different families were examined in 
the study. Although RB1 gene mutation was detected in 57 indi-
viduals in 42 families, no RB1 gene mutation was found in 79 of 
these families. The data of the families with mutations are given 
in Table 3. The family members of retinoblastoma patients were 
screened for the RB1 mutation which was found in the index 
case of the family. RB1 gene mutation was detected in 19 of the 
family members. Of these 19 people, 11 were diagnosed with 
retinoblastoma in childhood. The remaining 8 individuals with 
RB1 gene mutation were referred to detailed eye examination. 
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Four out of 8 were detected to have already retinoma. No tumor 
was found in other 4 people.

The evaluation of the eye (iris) color of the patients showed 
a significantly higher mutation rate in patients with light (green 
or blue) eye colors than the patients with dark (black or brown) 
eye colors [71.4% (15/21) vs 36.5% (42/115)], respectively; p: 
0.003.

The evaluation of the clinical stages of the patients showed 
that 44 (32.4%) of the 136 patients with retinoblastoma were 
diagnosed with retinoblastoma at an early stage (Group A, 
Group B, Group C), while 92 (67.6%) were diagnosed with 
advanced stage (Group D or Group E). In bilateral tumors, if 
any of the eye was in advanced stage, they were recorded as 
advanced stage patients. 40 (43.5%) out of 57 patients with 

Table 1

The gene mutations detected in patients. All the clinical data and RB1 mutation distributions of the patients.

Clinicopathological features 

RB1 mutations

Total n(%) Significance No n(%) Yes n(%) 

Age (mo) median 11 mo range (1–80)
<12 mo 34 (48.6%) 36 (51.4%) 70 (100%) p: 0.021*
≥12 mo 45 (68.2%) 21 (31.8%) 66 (100%)  
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
Gender
Female 39 (58.2%) 28 (41.8%) 67 (100%) p: 0.843
Male 40 (58%) 29 (42%) 69 (100%)  
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
Laterality
Unilateral 61 (72.6%) 23 (27.4%) 84 (100%) p: 0.000*
Bilateral 17 (36.2%) 30 (63.8%) 47 (100%)  
Trilateral 0 (0.0%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%)  
Unilateral Retinoma 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2 (100%)  
Healthy family members 79 (95.2) 4 (4.8%) 83 (100%)  
Total 158 (72.1%) 61 (27.9%) 219 (100%)  
Eye laterality for unilateral RB
Left 30 (68.2%) 14 (31.8%) 44 (100%) p: 0.475
Right 32 (76.2%) 10 (23.8%) 42 (100%)
Total 62 (72.1%) 24 (27.9%) 86 (100%)  
Eye color
Black-brown 73 (63.5%) 42 (36.5%) 115 (100%) p: 0.003*
green-blue 6 (28.6%) 15 (71.4%) 21 (100%)
total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)
The Stage
Group A,B,C 27 (61.4%) 17 (38.6%) 44 (100%) p: 0.778
Group D,E 52 (56.5%) 40 (43.5%) 92 (100%)
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
Leukocoria
No 17 (37.8%) 28 (62.2%) 45 (100%) p: 0.001
Yes 62 (68.1%) 29 (31.9%) 91 (100%)
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
Strabismus
Esodeviation 32 (65.3%) 17 (34.7%) 49 (100%) p: 0.182
Exodeviation 16 (44.4%) 20 (55.6%) 36 (100%)
No 31 (60.8%) 20 (39.2%) 51 (100%)
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
Glaucoma
No 70 (58.3%) 50 (41.7%) 120 (100%) p: 0.925
Yes 9 (56.2%) 7 (43.8%) 16 (100%)
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
Treatment
IAC     
Yes 30 (61.2%) 19 (38.8%) 49 (100%) p: 0.747
No 49 (56.3%) 38 (43.7%) 87 (100%)  
CT     
Yes 38 (55.1%) 31 (44.9%) 69 (100%) p: 0.587
No 41 (61.2%) 26 (38.8%) 67 (100%)  
RT     
Yes 7 (43.8%) 9 (56.2%) 16 (100%) p: 0.243
No 72 (60%) 48 (40%) 120 (100%)  
Surgery     
Yes 33 (61.1%) 21 (38.9%) 54 (100%) p: 0.474
No 46 (56.1%) 36 (43.9%) 82 (100%)  
LOTs     
Yes 18 (46.2%) 21 (53.8%) 39 (100%) p: 0.095
No 61 (62.9%) 36 (37.1%) 97 (100%)  

CT = chemotherapy, IAC = intraarterial chemotherapy, LOT = local opthalmic treatment (cryotherapy, thermotherapy, lasertherapy), RB1 = retinoblastoma gene, RT = radiotherapy, surgery = enucleation 
of eye.
*P < .05 is significant.
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RB1 mutation were in the advanced stage; 17 (38.6%) were 
diagnosed at an early stage. The evaluation of the clinical 
stage and RB1 mutation status showed no statistically signif-
icant relationship between the early-stage and advanced-stage 
patients in terms of RB1 mutation (p: 0.778). The evaluation of 
the bilateral patients in accordance with the stages showed that 
32 out of 47 (68.1%) bilateral patients were diagnosed to have 
the advanced stage. Leukocoria was detected in 67 out of 92 
(72.8%) advanced stage patients (p: 0.03).

29 out of 91 (66.9%) patients who presented to the clinic 
with the symptoms of leukocoria were detected to have RB1 
mutation (p: 0.001). 85 (62.5%) patients presented to the 
clinic with strabismus and 49 (57.6%) of these patients had 
esodeviation and 36 (42.4%) had exodeviation. RB1 muta-
tion was found positive in 37 (43.5%) strabismus patients. 
Glaucoma was observed in 16 (11.8%) at the time of diag-
nosis, while mutations were found in 7 (43.7%) of these 
patients.

Table 2

Distribution of pathogenic RB1 mutation according to mutation 
types.

Type of mutations 

Number of RB1 
mutation

n(%) 

Pathogenic indels and small genetic rearrangements 45 (78.9%)
Splice error 11 (19.3%)
Frameshift 11 (19.3%)
Nonsense 18 (31.6%)
Missense 1 (1.8%)
Synonymous substitution 2 (3.5%)
Upstream substitution/Promoter Mutation 2 (3.5%)
Pathogenic large genetic rearrangements 12 (21.1%)
Total 57

RB1 = retinoblastoma gene.

Figure 2. The distribution of the mutation types in accordance with the diagnosis.

Figure 3. The distribution of mutations detected in the RB1 gene sequence on the exon and intronic regions. RB1 = retinoblastoma gene.
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Table 3

The pathogenic RB1 gene mutations detected in patients.

Number of 
the family 

Family 
ID 

Patients 
number 

Family pedigree/
degree Mutations on RB1 gene 

ACMG classification 
status 

The types of 
mutations 

dbSNP/ rs 
codes 

Novel mutation 
status 

1 105 650 Proband HET, EX:17, c.1567_1568delTT 
p.(Leu523Lysfs*4)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

105 651a Mother HET, EX:17, c.1567_1568delTT 
p.(Leu523Lysfs*4)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

2 125 850 Proband HET, EX:12, c.1150delC p. 
(Gln384Asnfs*2)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

125 853 Father HET, EX:12, c.1150delC p. 
(Gln384Asnfs*2)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

3 138 980 Proband HET, EX:3, c.371_372delTA 
p.(Ile124Argfs*6)

Pathogenic Frameshift - -

4 147 1070 Proband HET, EX:18, c.1784delC p. 
(Pro595Leufs*16)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

5 159 1190 Proband HET, EX:20, c.2018_2038del 
p.(His673_Ile680delinsLeu)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

6 178 1380 Proband HET, EX:15, c.525delA p. 
(Gln176Asnfs*10)

Pathogenic Frameshift  Novel

7 183 1550 Proband HET, EX:19, c.1939_1940delCT 
p.(Leu647Phefs*5)

Pathogenic Frameshift - -

8 185 1570 Proband HET, EX:24, c.2508_2509dupTG 
p.(Glu837Valfs*13)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

9 220 1920 Proband HET, EX:2, c.189delA p. 
(Lys63Asnfs*2)

Pathogenic Frameshift - Novel

10 123 830 Proband HET, EX:6, c.585G > A p.(Trp195*) Pathogenic Nonsense - -
11 129 890 Proband HET, EX:18 c.1735C > T p.(Arg579*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913305 -

129 892b Father (Healthy) HET, EX:18 c.1735C > T p.(Arg579*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913305 -
129 893 Sibling HET, EX:18 c.1735C > T p.(Arg579*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913305 -

12 141 1010 Proband HET, EX:19, c.1954A > T p.(Lys652*) Pathogenic Nonsense - -
141 1011 Mother HET, EX:19, c.1954A > T p.(Lys652*) Pathogenic Nonsense - -

13 148 1080 Proband HET, EX:2, c.225G > A p.(Trp75*) Pathogenic Nonsense - -
14 154 1140 Proband HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -

154 1141a Mother HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -
154 1143a Maternal- 

Grandmother
HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -

154 1145 Maternal-Uncle HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -
154 1147 Maternal-Cousin 

(Child of R1145)
HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -

154 1149 Maternal-Cousin 
(Child of R1145)

HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -

15 160 1200 Proband HET, EX:18, c.1735C > T p.(Arg579*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913305 -
16 165 1250 Proband HET, EX:24, c.2513C > A p.(Ser838*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs1131690908 -
17 177 1370 Proband HET, EX:14, c.1363C > T p.(Arg455*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913302 -
18 204 1760 Proband HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -
19 213 1850 Proband HET, EX:10, c.958C > T p.(Arg320*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913300 -
20 214 1860 Proband HET, EX:4, c.409G > T p.(Glu137*) Pathogenic Nonsense rs121913296 -
21 136 960 Proband HET, EX:12 c.1215 + 1G > A p.? Pathogenic Splice error rs587776783 -
22 151 1110 Proband HET, c.265-2A > T p.? Pathogenic Splice error - -

151 1111 Sibling HET, c.265-2A > T p.? Pathogenic Splice error - -
151 1112a Mother HET, c.265-2A > T p.? Pathogenic Splice error - -

23 153 1130 Proband HET, c.607 + 1G > T p.? Pathogenic Splice error rs587776789 -
24 195 1670 Proband HET, c.2520 + 3_2520 + 6delGAGT 

p.?
Pathogenic Splice error rs1131690558 -

25 206 1780 Proband HET, c.1960 + 1G > C p.? Pathogenic Splice error - Novel
26 208 1800 Proband HET, c.1960 + 1delG p.? Pathogenic Splice error - -
27 216 1880 Proband HET, c.1390-14A > G p.? Pathogenic Splice error rs9535023 -
28 217 1890 Proband HET, c.1960 + 1G > A p.? Pathogenic Splice error - -
29 221 1930 Proband HET, c.607 + 1G > T p.? Pathogenic Splice error rs587776789 -

221 1931b Father (Healthy) HET, c.607 + 1G > T p.? Pathogenic Splice error rs587776789 -
221 1933b Sibling (Healthy) HET, c.607 + 1G > T p.? Pathogenic Splice error rs587776789 -

30 181 1500 Proband HET, EX:19, c.1960G > C p.(Val-
654Leu) (Last base of Exon 19)

Pathogenic Missense rs483352690 -

31 104 640 Proband HET, EX:13, c.1332 G > A 
p.(Gln444=), Last base of Exon 13)

Pathogenic Synonymous 
substitution

- -

104 643 Sibling HET, EX:13, c.1332 G > A 
p.(Gln444=), Last base of Exon 13)

Pathogenic Synonymous 
substitution

- -

 (Continued )
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The evaluation of the treatment options of the patients 
showed that 49 (36%) received intra-arterial chemotherapy 
(IAC), 69 (50.7%) received systemic chemotherapy (CT) for 
chemoreduction, 16 (11.8%) received regional radiotherapy 
(RT) and 39 (28.7%) received local ophthalmic treatment (LOT) 
as cryotherapy, thermotherapy, laser therapy and 54 (39.7%) 
underwent surgery for enucleation of the eye. No statistically 
significant relationship was found between RB1 gene mutation 
and the treatment choices of the patients (P ≥ .05). The treat-
ment modalities were recorded so that in the follow-up of the 
patients, there might be a correlation of exposure to radiation 
(in patients receiving RT or the ones exposed to medical radia-
tion as in IAC procedures) and RB1 gene mutation as in second-
ary malignancies. All the demographic, clinical and genetic data 
of the patients are shown in Table 1.

RB1 mutation screening revealed mutations in 57 (41.9%) of 
136 patients. Of these mutations, 45 (78.9%) were in the form 
of small insertions and deletions and small genetic rearrange-
ments and 12 (21.1%) were in the form of large genetic rear-
rangements (LGRs). Distribution of RB1 mutation by mutation 
types is shown in Table 2.

The frameshift mutations were found in 11 patients (19.3%), 
nonsense in 18 patients (31.6%), 11 patients with splice error 
(19.3%), and in 1 patient with missense (1.8%), synonymous 
substitution in 2 patients (3.5%), upstream substitution/pro-
moter in 2 patients (3.5%), 12 patients with large rearrangement 
(21.1%) mutations. Distribution of mutation types according to 
diagnosis are shown in Figure 2. The detailed gene mutations 
detected in all patients are shown in Table  3. Also, Figure  3 
demonstrates the distribution of RB1 mutations detected in the 
gene sequence over the exon and intronic regions.

No RB1 gene mutation was detected in 79 (58.1%) patients 
and these patients were considered non-hereditary for RB1 gene 
mutations (Table 4).

The examination of the family trees of the patients showed 
that retinoblastoma history was present in the families of 31 
patients (22.8%). The investigation of patients with mutations 
in accordance with the other cancer histories in the family 
showed that 96 patients (70.6%) had other types of cancers 
such as brain, breast, lung, thyroid, prostate cancer, and leuke-
mia in their family. In addition, 93 (68.4%) out of 136 patients 
were detected to have individuals working in risky jobs in their 
family. The RB1 mutation frequency of these families was 
39.8% (Table 5).

The ethnic origins of the 136 patients showed that 113 were 
Turkish-origin (%83.1), 9 Caucasus-origin (%6.6), 8 Arabian-
origin (5.9%), 4 Balkan-origin (2.9%), 2 were Iranian-origin 
(%1.5) (Table 6). The evaluation of the RB1 gene mutation sta-
tus in accordance with their ethnic origin revealed a statistical 
difference (p: 0.02). The number of sub-ethnic groups was quite 
inadequate, therefore, this statistical significance should be con-
firmed by larger studies in larger population groups.

4. Discussion
RB1 loss has been reported to cause non-proliferative ret-
inoma and subsequently triggers the progression of retino-
blastoma with increased genomic instability.[28] Up to 45% 
of retinoblastomas have been reported to develop due to a 
mutation of the RB1 gene and is inherited to next genera-
tions, and these cases were shown to mostly have bilateral 
retinoblastoma.[29] In the present study, the general RB1 

Number of 
the family 

Family 
ID 

Patients 
number 

Family pedigree/
degree Mutations on RB1 gene 

ACMG classification 
status 

The types of 
mutations 

dbSNP/ rs 
codes 

Novel mutation 
status 

32 187 1590 Proband Upstream, HET, c.-198G > A p.? Pathogenic Upstream 
substitution

rs387906521 -

187 1591 Sibling Upstream, HET, c.-198G > A p.? Pathogenic Upstream 
substitution

rs387906521 -

33 109 690 Proband HET, EX:1-27 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

109 693 Sibling HET, EX:1-27 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

34 119 790 Proband HET, EX:21-23 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

35 128 880 Proband HET, EX:7-11 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

36 134 940 Proband HET, EX:1-27 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

134 942b Father (Healthy) HET, EX:18-27 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

134 943 Sibling HET, EX:18-27 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

37 140 1000 Proband HET, EX:1-17 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

38 172 1320 Proband HET, EX:13 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

39 173 1330 Proband HET, EX:1-27 DELETION + Partial de-
letion of DLEU1 and PCHD8 gene

Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

40 193 1650 Proband HET, EX:3-27 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

41 200 1720 Proband HET, EX:4-17 DUPLICATION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

42 201 1730 Proband HET, EX:1-27 DELETION Pathogenic Large deletion 
or duplication

- -

ACMG = American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, HET = heterozygous, RB1 = retinoblastoma gene.
aRetinoma.
bHealthy/unaffected.

Table 3

(Continued )
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gene mutation rate was 41.9%. Our data have concordance 
with the literature.[30] Researchers reported in the litera-
ture that patients with bilateral retinoblastoma account for 
about 20% to 40% of all patients with retinoblastoma.[31,32] 
We found this rate as 34.5% which is consistent with the 
literature data. The percentage value of RB1 mutations in 
the germline of the patients with bilateral/trilateral retino-
blastoma was found as 66% in our cohort somewhat smaller 
than the rate of 90% in the literature.[33] The reason behind 
this low rate in our study population was probably due to 
gene pool differences of the population. However, the rate 
of germline RB1 mutation in our population was so similar 
with retinoblastoma patients in the Vietnamese population. 
In the particular population, the detection rate of germline 
mutations in bilateral and unilateral cases with mutations 
were 81.8% and 30.0%, respectively.[34] Germline RB1 muta-
tions were detected in 60% (31/52) of patients in the pop-
ulation of Thailand.[35] The detection rates in the bilateral 
and unilateral cases were 100.0% (7/7) and 25.0% (3/12), 
respectively in Malaysian population.[36] Germline mutation 
rate was found in 7 out of 36 sporadic unilateral RB patients 
(20%) in Tunisian population.[37] Germline mutations were 
identified in 8 out of 9 patients with bilateral/ trilateral ret-
inoblastoma (89%) and in 5 out of 25 sporadic unilateral 
patients (20%) in the population of Argentina.[38] However, 
it is noteworthy that the germline RB1 gene mutation ratio 
is different in various populations. The germline RB1 gene 
mutation rate in the Turkish population is 100%, 63.8%, 
and 27.4% in trilateral, bilateral, and unilateral cases, respec-
tively. In the Turkish Population, the overall mutation rates 
are within the range seen in different populations. Since a 
large proportion of the patients in our cohort were sequenced 
with Sanger method, we suggested that the mutation might 
be overlooked, and 6 patients with bilateral retinoblastoma 
without RB1 gene mutation were sequenced with multigene 
panel using NGS. As a result of the second screening with 
Sanger method of the patients with no RB1 gene mutation 
showed that no RB1 gene mutation was found in sequenc-
ing with NGS in these patients. Therefore, Sanger Sequencing 
and NGS were provided similar results in germline DNA 
examinations. In addition, in patients sequenced with 
Sanger Sequencing, approximately ±150–200 nucleotides 
were examined in exon-intron junctions by entering up to 
introns. This ratio was ±10 nucleotides in NGS. Also, almost 
all of the 5’-UTR region is examined in the Sanger study, 
while only a small part of this region is examined with NGS. 
Although there is no difference between Sanger and NGS in 
germline examinations, there is variability in tumor tissue 
examinations. Mutations in different genes were observed in 
6 patients diagnosed with bilateral RB, except for the RB1 
gene mutation. These genes are FGFR4, NQO1, ACADS 
CX3CR1, GBE1, KRT85, and TYR, which are suggested to 
possibly have an effect on the pathogenesis of the disease in 
these patients with no germline RB1 gene mutations, or that 
differences in RB1 gene methylation and expression status 
may be effective, as we are investigating in patients without 
RB1 gene mutation.[7–9] The presence of a RB1 gene mutation 
in all 3 patients with trilateral RB underlines the role of the 
RB1 gene in trilateral disease.

Bilateral patients are known to have commonly been diag-
nosed at an earlier age compared with the age in unilateral 
patients.[31,32] In our study, 51.5% of our patients were diag-
nosed before the age of 12 months. The mutation rate in 
patients diagnosed before the age of 12 months was found as 
51.4% significantly higher than the older patients. In a study 
where 4351 patients from 153 countries mostly consisting 
of low middle-income countries (LMIC) were evaluated; the 
median age at diagnosis was reported as 30.5 months (inter-
quartile range, 18.3–45.9), which may be due to late diagnosis 

of the patients.[39] In our study, the median age at diagnosis was 
11 (range, 1–80 m) months. This shows that our patients were 
diagnosed at an earlier age.

In the literature, leukocoria reported by families at the time of 
first diagnosis in patients with retinoblastoma is approximately 
66.7%. In our study, this rate was 66.9%, similar to the litera-
ture.[39] While strabismus status reported at the time of diagnosis 
was 14.1% in the literature,[39] we found the rate as 62.5% in 
our study group. These rates are also proof of how the clini-
cal findings of retinoblastoma play a decisive role at the time 
of initial diagnosis. In addition, although the stage at diagnosis 
of the tumor was insignificant for correlation with RB1 gene 
mutation; some presenting symptoms such as leukocoria which 
is mostly related to advanced stage was found to correlate with 
RB1 gene mutation. This finding needs further investigation to 
be assessed in larger series.

One another important finding in our study was that 4.8% 
of healthy individuals in families with retinoblastoma and who 
have never been diagnosed with retinoblastoma were muta-
tion carriers as a result of genetic screening. After 8 mutation 
carriers (R651, R892, R1141, R1143, R1112, R1931, R1933, 
R942) were referred for detailed fundoscopic examination as 
recommended for genetic counseling, retinomas were detected 
in 4 of these individuals (R651, R1141, R1143, R1112). This 
suggests that retinoblastoma may actually have developed in 
childhood and that the stalled progression of tumor over time in 
these healthy looking individuals (R892, R1931, R1933, R942). 
It is unknown why these mutations cause an aggressively pro-
gressive tumor in their offsprings and have a stalled progression 
profile. Non-progressive retinal lesions observed in patients with 
known RB1 gene mutations in the literature are called “spon-
taneous regression/stalled progression of retinoblastoma.” This 
term suggests a malignant growth shrink perhaps in response to 
certain host defense mechanisms.[40] More detailed genetic and 
clinical studies are needed to clarify this issue.

Genetic inheritance in retinoblastoma can occur either hered-
itary or de novo, as in familial RB.[41] In familial RB, it shows 
autosomal dominant inheritance with one of the affected par-
ents. When de novo occurs, the phenotype is observed only in 
the child, not in the parents.[42,43] The de novo mutation rate has 
been reported as approximately 75% in the literature.[42] It is 
noteworthy that in 32.4% of patients, the mutation occurred de 
novo when other family members consisting of parents, siblings 
were evaluated for a known mutation in order to understand 
the genetic inheritance of the disease within the scope of our 
study.

Although no mutation was found in the parents of proband 
in 3 families, detection of a mutation in the sibling was import-
ant in our study. This can be explained by germline mosaicism 
in parents who carry no mutations as germline.[44] According 
to germline mosaicism, the individual is not affected if only the 
germ cells mutate, while mosaicism can pass to the offspring 
and affect them.[45] In clinical practice, mosaic embryos can 
be identified using both invasive (amniocentesis and chorionic 
villus sampling) and noninvasive prenatal genetic diagnos-
tic methods up to the first 8 to 10 weeks.[46] Prenatal genetic 
diagnosis should be recommended to families with germline 
mosaicism.

Due to cultural differences, until recently cancer was consid-
ered a “death toll” so parents did not want their children nor rel-
atives to know about the cancer diagnosis in LMICs. In FN154 
family; the proband (R1140) was found to have a bilateral RB, 
the mother (R1141) was found to have a retinoma. The detailed 
searching of the family history convinced with the importance 
that will help to prevent new diseases in the family, the uncle 
(R1145) was reported with unilateral RB, who in fact was 
found to have the disease in our follow up. He was married and 
had a baby aged 15 days old. The baby (R1147) was immedi-
ately examined and was found to have bilateral retinoblastoma. 
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The grandmother (R1143) who had an eye enucleated due to a 
trauma was convinced to question for the reason of enucleation 
and after forty-five years she had learned that the procedure was 
done due to unilateral RB. This case emphasizes the importance 
of genetic counseling and educating of the population that can-
cer is not fatal, and early diagnosis is possible or can be totally 
prevented in some cases. Late diagnosis of many cases could 
have been prevented if the families explained the fact to their 
children, other family members and healthcare professionals.

Patients with hereditary retinoblastoma are at the risk of 
developing secondary malignancies such as osteosarcoma, 
soft tissue sarcomas or melanomas due to the mutation found 
in the second copy of the RB1 gene.[47] The incidence of sec-
ondary primary tumors have been reported to have increased 
over than 50% in individuals with retinoblastoma undergo-
ing external beam radiation therapy.[48] Therefore, radiation 
exposure including X-rays, computed tomography (CT) scans, 
and external beam radiotherapy should be avoided as possible 
to minimize the lifetime risk of secondary cancers in patients 
who are known carry the RB1 gene mutations. The Global 
Retinoblastoma Study Group evaluated the treatment modal-
ities of 4351 patients in their study in 2020. They reported 
that 71.1% of the patients received external beam radiother-
apy, 27.3% received plaque brachytherapy, and 46.1% received 
intra-ophthalmic arterial chemotherapy. In addition, 71.1% of 
the patients were stated to have received CT scans for diagnos-
tic procedures.[39] Radiation exposure occurs due to the fluoros-
copy used in external beam radiotherapy, plaque brachytherapy 
and intra-ophthalmic arterial chemotherapy. The study of the 
Global Retinoblastoma Study Group reported that radiother-
apy has currently been widely used in some countries, in which 
other modalities may be preferred. Therefore, evaluation of the 
risks of secondary tumors is recommended when making treat-
ment choices, particularly in RB1 mutation carrier patients. 16 
patients in our cohort received radiotherapy. The time period 
for radiotherapy-induced radiation to form secondary cancer is 
approximately 10 to 20 years. Therefore, all germline mutated 
cases are under follow-up for secondary cancers.

The literature search showed a significant relationship 
between the risky occupational groups (welding, metal industry, 
military service, machinists, jewelers, etc) in the family with ger-
mline RB1 gene mutation.[49] In our study, we have noted that 
ancestors of the 64.9% of the patients had risky occupational 
groups in their families, however no significant correlation with 
the RB1 mutation rate was noted.

Detection of a relationship between the eye color of the RB 
patients and RB1 mutations was interesting. It is noteworthy 
that 15.4% of the RB patients who underwent mutation screen-
ing had green-blue eyes, and 71.4% of these patients had RB1 
gene mutations. Estimated eye color distribution rates in the 
world population are 70% for black-brown eyes; it is around 
10% for green-blue eyes. Other colors (hazel, amber, gray, red/
violet or heterochromia) are seen in the remaining 20% of the 
population. Since the dominant eye color is brown in the Turkish 
population, the ratio of black-brown eyes is over 90%. People 
with brown eyes have a lower incidence of eye cancer, macular 
degeneration and diabetic retinopathy. Ophthalmologists are 
not exactly sure about the cause however suggest that mela-
nin pigment might provide higher protection for brown eyes.[50] 
Our study results showed that both the green-blue eyes ratios of 
patients with RB were remarkable compared to the standards 
in the Turkish population, and the mutation distributions in 
these patients were quite higher. The relationship between eye 
color, melanin pigment and RB1 gene mutation distribution in 
patients with retinoblastoma needs further assessment in larger 
groups.

The evaluation of the types of RB1 gene mutations stated 
that small genetic re-arrangements are observed in 78.9% of 
the cases. Although the large genetic rearrangement rate was 
reported as 9% in the literature,[30] we found as 21.1% in our 
study. This shows that screening for RB1 gene mutations only 
in the regions at the exon and exon-intron boundaries is not 
adequate to investigate the genetic background of the disease. 
Therefore, CNV or MLPA analysis should be performed in 
patients with retinoblastoma to assess the status of the loss of 
heterozygosity status.

The evaluation of the mutation types of the patients 
showed that the mutations that caused the formation of stop 

Table 4

The genetic inheritance of the RB1 mutation in the cohort.

Genetic inheritance 

RB1 mutations

Total n(%) Significance No n(%) Yes n(%) 

De novo/heritable**
 0 (0%) 44 (100%) 44 (32.4%) p: 0.000*
Hereditary/familial***
 0 (0%) 13 (100%) 13 (9.5%)  
Non-hereditary for RB1 gene mutations****
 79 (100%) 0 (0%) 79 (58.1%)  
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  

RB1 = retinoblastoma gene.
*P < .05 is significant. 
**De novo: no family history of retinoblastoma, but the patient was a carrier of RB1 gene mutation 
and was the first index case. 
***A family history of retinoblastoma and the patient was a carrier of the RB1 gene mutation. 
****No family history of retinoblastoma, and the patient was not carry RB1 gene mutation.

Table 5

Distribution of mutations according to family history and 
occupational groups.

Family history 

RB1 mutations

Total n(%) Significance No n(%) Yes n(%) 

RB family     
Yes 5 (16.1%) 26 (83.9%) 31 (100%) p: 0.000*
No 74 (70.5%) 31 (29.5%) 105 (100%)
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
Other tumors in family     
Yes 63 (65.6%) 33 (34.4%) 96 (100%) p: 0.006*
No 16 (40%) 24 (60%) 40 (100%)
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  
RAOG family     
Yes 56 (60.2%) 37 (39.8%) 93 (100%) p: 0.461
No 23 (53.5%) 20 (46.5%) 43 (100%)
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  

OT = other tumors (brain tumor, breast cancer, lung cancer, thyroid cancer, prostate cancer), RB = 
retinoblastoma, RAOG = risk assessment of occupational groups.
*P < .05 is significant.

Table 6

The distributions of mutations’ percentages in accordance with 
the ethnicity in our study.

Ethnicity 

RB1 mutations

Total n(%) Significance No n(%) Yes n(%) 

Turkish-origin 71 (62.8%) 42 (37.2%) 113 (100%) p: 0.02*
Caucasus-origin 4 (44.4%) 5 (55.6%) 9 (100%)  
Arabian-origin 1 (12.5%) 7 (87.5%) 8 (100%)  
Balkan-origin 2 (50%) 2 (50%) 4 (100%)  
Iranian-origin 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2 (100%)  
Total 79 (58.1%) 57 (41.9%) 136 (100%)  

RB1 = retinoblastoma gene.
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codons such as nonsense, frameshift were most frequently 
observed. It is also noteworthy that mutations that cause 
exon deletion or addition such as splice error and large rear-
rangement mutations are often observed in these patients. 
These rates are similar to the numbers in the literature.[30] 
Furthermore, researchers in the literature also indicated that 
splice errors cause incomplete penetrance. c.607 + 1G > T 
p.? detected in the study of Klutz et al and causing incom-
plete penetration.[51,52] Mutation was also seen in a family 
(FN221) in our study. In addition, we found 8 novel muta-
tions, which have not yet been identified in the international 
databases.

The results of our study in a total of 136 patients diagnosed 
with retinoblastoma, provide data on all exon, exon-intron 
junction regions and large deletions and duplications screening 
of the RB1 gene.

RB1 gene mutation screening is a time-consuming and 
expensive procedure. In Türkiye, all treatment and most 
diagnostic modalities are reimbursed by the Government. 
However, most genetic and molecular tests are not fully 
reimbursed for the patients and are not reimbursed at all 
for the parents. However, considering the socioeconomic 
status of the patients’ families, it is not possible for pay 
out of their pocket. We strived to create funds through 
research grants and nongovernmental voluntary organi-
zations to perform RB1 gene mutation screenings in our 
institution. It is crucial to choose the individuals to be 
tested correctly and to identify the people at risk in family 
for using the funds appropriately. In this regard, we pro-
vide genetic counseling to both patients and their families 
and refer them to genetic testing in our genetic counseling 
outpatient clinic. In addition, in case of genetic testing and 
detection of mutations both in the patient and their fam-
ilies, healthy embryo selection with the preimplantation 
genetic diagnosis method will help to prevent the disease. 
Thus, the prevention of some genetically transmitted cases 
of retinoblastoma in the population may be enabled and 
unnecessary health spendings may also be prevented. This 
study involves one of the largest cohorts of genetic testing 
in LMIC. The results of this study may play a role in advis-
ing the reimbursement on these tests in the related health 
care systems in LMIC.

In conclusion, we found the rate of RB1 gene mutation 
as 41.9% in children with retinoblastoma in Türkiye. The 
mutation was significantly higher in patients with bilat-
eral/trilateral retinoblastoma in comparison to the levels 
in patients with unilateral retinoblastoma; in infants in 
comparison to older children; in patients with green/blue 
eye color in comparison to black/brown eye color. In this 
cohort, 8 novel mutations of the RB1 gene were found using 
the Leiden Open Variation Database and the Human Gene 
Mutation Database. The ophthalmologic examination of the 
family members of all retinoblastoma patients and the molec-
ular genetic analysis of the family members of all bilateral, 
and unilateral patients who were found to have mutations is 
important in genetic counseling and possible assisted in vitro 
fertilization (IVF) in order to prevent retinoblastoma in the 
offspings when parents plan for another child. However, our 
previous study and the results of the present study showed 
that examining the RB1 gene alone is not sufficient when 
performing germline screening in patients with retinoblas-
toma and their families. For this reason, ideal approach will 
be to examine using multigene panels and NGS as a method. 
In addition, such studies will enable the determination of 
gene pathways that cause retinoblastoma disease by accumu-
lating and meta-analyzing the data of many families screened 
with NGS in the future. This will enable the discovery of 
additional genes associated with hereditary retinoblastoma 
in families with retinoblastoma in which no RB1 gene muta-
tion is detected.
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